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Objective and motivation

How has media attention to environmental policy evolved over the
years?
How does information about environmental policy affect clean
investments?

I We aim to construct meaningful
newspaper-based measures of US
environmental policy over the last
40 years:

1. general index of environmental
policy

2. 25 topic-specific indexes
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Contribution

1. News are a great tool to study information about
environmental policy
I high frequency data over long time periods (news arrive daily)
I covers various topics and multi-dimensional facets of

environmental policy (Brunel and Levinson, 2016; Botta and
Kozluck, 2014)

I captures aspects of policy design (e.g. uncertainty, complexity)

2. Novel methods relying on text-mining techniques
(Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010; Bybee et al, 2020)

3. Using our novel indices, we study whether more media
attention to EnvP makes clean firms more attractive to
investors.



Key findings

Historical evolution of US environmental policy + 25 sub-topics

Meaningful empirical association between our news index and
proxies for clean investments (in VAR and firm-level estimations).
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Data

I News articles extracted from
10 US newspapers over
1981-2019.

I Monthly counts of articles
relating to environmental
and climate policy (EnvP) +
total volume of articles.

I Source: automated access
to Factiva, Dow Jones.

Newspapers Share
New York Times 22.5%
Washington Post 15.3%
Houston Chronicle 13.8%
Tampa Bay Times 11.5%
Dallas Morning News 10.8%
Wall Street Journal 9.8%
San Francisco Chronicle 6.2%
Boston Herald 5.0%
San Jose Mercury News 3.4%
San Diego Union Tribune 1.7%
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Identifying EnvP articles through text-mining (1)

1. 15.2 million articles (10 newspapers)
accessed on Factiva. → only a subset
are ’true’ EnvP articles.

2. Broad environmental policy query to
narrow down the universe of articles
(i.e. 500,000)

3. Training set: random draw of 2,500
articles that we label manually. An
article is coded as irrelevant in our
codebook if:
I No environment : ”Brexit has

caused changes in the business
climate.”

I No policy : ”New technological
breakthrough for solar cells.”

Excerpt of our codebook
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Identifying EnvP articles through text-mining (2)
Training a supervised ML algorithm for text classification

I Training set (2’500 articles) as input into a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier. What is SVM?

I Algorithm produces a rule predicting whether an article is
about EnvP, based on words in a given article.

I Best performing algorithm: precision: 77% (close to average
precision of annotators of 83%), and recall 65%.

What are precision and recall?

Classifying our newspaper articles

I Using SVM prediction rule on our
set of 500,000 articles, we identify
84,000 news articles as ”true”
EnvP.
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A glimpse into SVM top features

Table: 50 most discriminating words for predicting our EnvP index
according to the trained SVM classifier.

Top SVM articles



General EnvP Index

Historial evolution of EnvP media coverage (scaled by total volume of articles).
Political slant



EnvP versus Climate Change Index

Climate policy sentiment
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Identifying EnvP topics
Unsupervised ML algorithm for topic identification

I 84,000 EnvP articles over
1981-2009.

I Topic modeling using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

I LDA probablistically
uncovers hidden content
structure (here: 25 topics)
based on co-occurrence of
terms.

I Each news article is
associated with multiple
topics.
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Wordclouds EnvP topics

Full topics list



Evolution of topic sub-indexes over time



Topic International Agreements



Topic Renewables - EnvP-RE
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EnvP news and clean investments

How do our news-based environmental policy indexes relate
to clean markets?

I Hypothesis: More media attention to EnvP makes clean
firms more attractive to investors.

I Channels: increased awareness of investment opportunities in
clean markets and reflection of increased policy stringency.

1. Dynamic relationship between our news index and demand for
the main benchmark clean-energ ETF and aggregate VC deals
in VAR models
I Impulse response of to a shock in our renewable policy news

index.

2. Firm-level regressions – identification strategy differentiate
firms by exposure to environmental policy.

EnvP vs OECD Policy Stringency
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Clean-energy stocks (1)

ECO and PBW-ETF WilderHill Clean-energy Index, 2001-2019 monthly.
Source: Datastream



Clean-energy stocks (2)

Impulse response function: effect of a shock in EnvP-RE news on
clean-energy fund demand (AuM of PBW ETF).

A one-SD shock to EnvP-RE news growth is associated with an increase in 5
million USD (0.1 SD) in AuM of the PBW ETF

Robustness to different VAR specifications Variables and Cholesky ordering



Clean-energy stocks (3)
Impulse response function: effect of other shocks on clean-energy
fund demand (AuM of PBW ETF).

VAR VC results
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Firm-level stock returns (1)

I Hypothesis: We expect polluting (green) firms to be
negatively (positively) affected by EnvP news.

I Identification: differentiate firms by exposure to
environmental policy (annual scope-1 GHG emissions / green
revenues)

I Sample: 1,400 US firms, Jan 2004-Mar 2019.
I Monthly firm-level stock returns and annual firm-level balance

sheet data from Datastream.
I Annual firm-level GHG emissions (scope 1) from Trucost.
I For a subsample, we obtain additional data on firms’ yearly

green revenue shares (FTSE Russell)



Firm-level GHG emissions



Firm-level stock returns (2)

How does media attention to environmental policy affect
firm-level stock returns?

I LHS: continuously compounded log returns in excess of safe
interest rate for each firm.

I RHS: unanticipated (white-noise) component of EnvP:
EnvPt = α +

∑7
k=1 βkEnvPt−k + εEnvP

t (Brogaard & Detzel,
2015).

I Additional controls

I Firm heterogeneity: size, profitability, leverage, dividends per
share and fixed effects.

I Technological progress: industry-year time trend.
I Month FE or Fama-French risk factors (MKTRF, SMB,

HML, RMW and CMA).
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Firm-level stock returns (3)

A one SD increase in EnvP news is associated to a -0.3% drop in excess returns
for firms with GHG emissions one SD above the sample mean VC firm results
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Conclusions and next steps

I News provide a very rich dataset covering many environmental
topics at high frequency

I Novel methods based on text-mining ML algorithms to extract
information from news

I Meaningful relationship between our news-based index and
clean markets → firms exposed to environmental policy
respond to EnvP news

I Ongoing work on news-index to measure uncertainty about
environmental policy (rollbacks, awaiting decisions from
courts, etc)



Supplementary Slides



Our codebook

Figure: Excerpt from our codebook

Back



Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM maximizes the distance between the two closest articles on
both sides of the decision boundary:

Figure: Support Vector Machines

Back



Precision & Recall
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Articles with highest SVM score
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Clean-energy VC deals (1)

Source VC deals: Cleantech Group i3 database, 1997-2019, monthly number of
deals in Clean-energy.



Clean-energy VC deals (2)

Impulse response function: effect of a shock in Env-RE news on
number of VC deals.

A one-SD increase in EnvP-RE news is associated with nearly one more VC
deal in Clean-energy three months after the shock.

Robustness to different VAR specifications Variables and Cholesky ordering



Political slant?

Conservative-leaning – WSJ, Houston Chronicle, Boston Herald, Dallas
Morning News. Liberal-leaning – NYT, Washington Post, SFC, Tampa Bay
Times, San Diego Union Tribune and San Jose Mercury News.

Back



EnvP Index vs OECD Stringency Index
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Robustness VAR VC
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Variables and Cholesky ordering in VAR VC deals

Table: Baseline VAR VC deals

Variables Version used Cholesky ordering
Our EnvP-RE policy index Levels 1
US West Texas Intermediate crude oil
spot price

Log diff 2

GDP Log diff 3
Federal funds effective rate First diff 4
Number of VC deals in Clean-energy Levels 5

Time trend; 3 lags.

Back



Robustness VAR stock

Estimated effect of a shock in EnvP-RE news index on PBW-ETF market cap
changes, monthly
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Variables and Cholesky ordering in VAR stock

Table: Baseline VAR stock

Variables Version used Cholesky ordering
Our EnvP-RE policy index Log diff 1
US West Texas Intermediate crude oil
spot price

Log diff 2

Federal funds effective rate First diff 3
NYSE Arca Technology Stock Index Log diff 4
WilderHill Clean-energy Stock Index Log diff 5

No time trend; 2 lags.

Back



Firm-level VC investments (1)

I Crunchbase: 31,808 active startup firms, venture capital
funding rounds over Jan 1998-Mar 2019, firm-quarter panel
dataset

I Estimate impact on EnvP news on probability of receiving VC
funding (and amount) in next quarter

I Identification strategy differentiates startups by exposure to
environmental policy → cleantech vs. other startups

I Cleantech = 4% , Clean-energy = 2.4% of VC deals

I Controls: GDP growth, Fed funds rate, oil price, firm’s age



Firm-level VC investments (2)

A doubling of EnvP media coverage is associated with an increase of receiving
VC funding by 1.6%-pt (=26% of average probability that a clean-tech startup
gets funded). Back



Climate Policy Sentiment
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